Canonical quantization relies on Cartesian, canonical, phase-space coordinates to promote to Hermitian operators, which also become the principal ingredients in the quantum Hamiltonian. While generally appropriate, this procedure can also fail, e.g., for covariant, quartic, scalar fields in five-and-more spacetime dimensions (and possibly four spacetime dimensions as well), which become trivial; such failures are normally blamed on the 'problem' rather than on the 'quantization procedure'. In Enhanced Quantization the association of c-numbers to q-numbers is chosen very differently such that: (i) there is no need to seek classical, Cartesian, phase-space coordinates; (ii) every classical, contact transformation is applicable and no change of the quantum operators arises; (iii) a new understanding of the importance of 'Cartesian coordinates' is established; and (iv) although discussed elsewhere in detail, the procedures of enhanced quantization offer fully acceptable solutions yielding non-trivial results for quartic scalar fields in four-and-more spacetime dimensions. In early sections, this paper offers a wide-audience approach to the basic principles of Enhanced Quantization using simple examples; later, several significant examples are cited for a deeper understanding. An historical note concludes the paper. *
Introduction
Confirmation, by the outcome of an untold number of experiments, ensures the validity of the quantum theory as presently formulated. Yet there are some troublesome cases, such as quantization of covariant, quartic, scalar fields in five and more spacetime dimensions, or other nonrenormalizable examples, which do not lead to acceptable results. Is it the 'fault' of the problem itself, or is there something else going on? The purpose of this article is to demonstrate that a natural, but profound, change in how a quantum theory and a classical theory are properly paired can lead to acceptable answers for those problems mentioned above, and it can help many other problems as well.
The nature of the problem and the alternative procedures that make these good results occur is briefly outlined in the next two subsections. Primary references for Enhanced Quantization are [1, 2, 3 ].
The problem
Conventional quantization procedures take classical phase-space coordinates, p and q, with a Poisson bracket {q, p} = 1, and 'promotes' them to Hermitian quantum operators, P and Q, which obey [Q, P ] ≡ QP − P Q = i 1 1 as Hilbert-space operators. There are many such 'promotions' that are possible because of contact (a.k.a. canonical) transformations, such asp =p(p, q) andq =q(p, q), which also obey {q,p} = 1, and under 'promotion', they also become Hermitian quantum operators,P andQ, which obey [Q,P ] = i 1 1 as well. Which pair of operators should be used in forming the quantum Hamiltonian operator? The standard answer is that the classical phasespace coordinates should be 'Cartesian coordinates' [4] (footnote, page 114). However, phase space does not have a metric to decide which coordinates are Cartesian and which are not. The usual kinetic energy term in a classical Hamiltonian, say, in a three-dimensional space, can, up to a factor, be brought to the form p , which appears 'Cartesian', so then such coordinates and their canonical partners (with no test of them being 'Cartesian') are chosen and, luckily, this generally works very well. Moreover, if > 0, but theoretically chosen to be extremely tiny, then P and Q are still operators, i.e., q-numbers. For these terms to become c-numbers and commute, it is necessary that = 0. However, the classical world, as we encounter it, requires that > 0 and possibly even requires to have its present value.
Clearly, there is some uncertainty in choosing which are the correct classical, canonical, phase-space variables to 'promote' to quantum operators.
The solution
In the previous subsection we focused on classical-to-quantum connections; in this subsection we focus on quantum-to-classical connections. Important features of this subsection are the fact that is allowed (i) to retain its true positive value and (ii) to highlight its role as an important parameter.
The quantum action functional is given by
and general stationary variations of normalized vectors {|ψ(t) }, holding |ψ(T ) and |ψ(0) fixed, lead to Schrödinger's equation
as well as its adjoint. But suppose that your variations were limited to a set of two-parameter vectors of the form
where, for convenience, we have chosen the 'fiducial vector' |0 as a normalized solution of the equation (Q + iP )|0 = 0; note that we have omitted any other dimensional factor and thus both Q and P (as well as q and p), effectively, have dimensions of 1/2 . Moreover, both Q and P , which obey [Q, P ] = i 1 1, are chosen self adjoint, a criterion much stronger than Hermitian, which ensures that the two exponential terms in (3) are unitary, and therefore every vector |p, q , with (p, q) ∈ R 2 , is normalized. This set of vectors is also one example of a set of canonical 'coherent states' [5] , and we shall sometimes refer to them by that name. Now, let us assume that the domain of the quantum action functional only contains the set of vectors {|p, q }, which then leads to a restricted (R), quantum action functional given, withq(t) = dq(t)/dt, by
Clearly, this result looks exactly like a classical action functional, and it has several very interesting features: (i) the value of is never changed from its natural value, and may appear in the equations of motion. For this reason we call Eq. (4) the enhanced classical action functional; (ii) both p and q are simultaneously c-numbers; (iii) the expression H(p, q) ≡ p, q|H(P, Q)|p, q is called the Weak Correspondence Principle [6] , and it follows, e.g., for a polynomial 
an expression which gives a whole new meaning to 'Cartesian coordinates' 1 ; and (iv) a point in phase space may be described by p and q in one coordinate system, and the same point may be described byp andq in another coordinate system. Contact transformations limit such coordinate transformations so that these variables also satisfy the one form p dq =p dq + dG(p,q). The map of phase-space points into Hilbert-space vectors therefore requires that |p,q ≡ |p(p,q)), q(p,q) = |p, q since the change of coordinates still must map the same phase-space point into the same vector in Hilbert space. Consequently, it follows that
which leads to a proper change of classical canonical coordinates without disturbing the quantum operators whatsoever.
1 The simple form of dσ 2 owes much to the equation (Q + iP )|0 = 0 that defines the fiducial vector, but using a general, normalized, fiducial vector |η , it follows that
, where A = (∆Q) 2 , B = (∆Q∆P + ∆P ∆Q) , and C = (∆P ) 2 , with (·) ≡ η|(·)|η and ∆X ≡ X − X . Clearly, a suitable linear change of the coordinates would lead to Cartesian coordinates.
Discussion
It is our belief that the several significant benefits that follow from Eqs. (1) and (4) as outlined above represent the correct interpretation of the classical version of a quantum system 2 . Moreover, by finding phase-space coordinates that serve as 'Cartesian coordinates', which are identical with such coordinates from a canonical quantization viewpoint, it follows that Enhanced Quantization results agree with Canonical Quantization results, when the latter lead to acceptable results.
Some physics
The previous subsection offered some interesting mathematics about what coherent states {|p, q } could offer for a different connection between c-numbers and q-numbers, but it offered no convincing physical argument that this subset of vectors was the 'right choice'. In the present subsection we argue that this set of coherent states is ideally suited to the task.
A macroscopic (i.e., classical) observer of a microscopic system must be sure that any observations s/he makes must not disturb the system. On the face of it, this sounds like an impossible task. However, there are a few ways in which this can be done. As a real world example of a reliable-but indirect-measurement of the height of a very tall pole, recall the procedure of measuring the length of the shadow of the pole and the shadow length and real length of a much smaller object, and you have the data to determine the height of the tall pole. For our microscopic system, we start with the knowledge that it is a quantum system and thus has many quantum states. We postulate that the wave function η(x), where x is a coordinate variable, is one of the wave functions in the relevant L 2 (R) Hilbert space. To measure η(x) all we need to do is find how that function varies in space! A displacement of the system along the x axis by an amount q leads to the function η(x−q). However, we need not move the microscopic system but rather move the observer a comparable distance in the opposite direction, and thanks to Galilean invariance, the result is the same: η(x − q). In so doing we can map out the function theoretically, and with that knowledge, we can gain alternative realizations of that function such as its Fourier transformation, among other possibilities. Indeed, the Fourier transform is also available to us if the system moves at a constant velocity of varying amount.
3 But once again it is not necessary to move the microscopic system at a constant velocity because Galilean invariance also states that we get the same effect if we put the observer in motion at the same speed in the opposite direction. Thus we have a two-parameter family of states that are part of the system's quantum states and we have arrived at that information without ever touching the microscopic system. If we put this information into quantum mechanical language in the x representation we get e ip(x−q)/ η(x − q), which is just the x representation of the abstract vector exp[−iqP/ ] exp[ipQ/ ]|η . Summarizing, the meaning of the parameter q is, as is clear from the x representation, a coordinate variable, while the parameter p is a momentum variable related to a velocity variable based on the relationq = ∂H(p, q)/∂p = F (p), which holds for many systems.
But, hold on, not all systems have the property thatq = ∂H(p, q)/∂p = F (p). What happens then?
Affine Variables
Consider the classical action functional given by
with the requirement that q(t) > 0. 4 In this case,q(t) = 2q(t)p(t) and thus a constant velocity does not mean a constant momentum, but, more importantly, q(t) > 0 means that q cannot be a 'Cartesian variable'.
This model is simple enough to solve, and we find that q(t) = q 0 (1 + p 0 t) 2 and p(t) = p 0 /(1 + p 0 t), and thus if the energy q 0 p 2 0 > 0 there is a singularity, q(−1/p 0 ) = 0, in the solution. Does quantization remove the singularity?
Are canonical variables available?
One common reaction to this problem is to change variables so that q(t) = exp[2x(t)] and thus while q ∈ R + , we find that x ∈ R. It follows thaṫ q(t) = 2ẋ(t)q(t). Moreover, the new momentum p x (t) = 2q(t)p(t), and thus the new version of the classical action functional becomes
Observe that a singularity occurs when q = 0 and p = ∞, or when x = −∞ and p x = 0. Whileẋ =F (p x ), we have achieved canonically conjugate variables such that {x, p x } = 1, and they might be 'Cartesian variables'. With fingers crossed, these variables are promoted to quantum operators X and P x for which [X, P x ] = i 1 1, and they enter the Hamiltonian operator H = P x e −2X P x as usual. This procedure generates a quantum story, but is it the 'correct story' ?
A new pair of operators
Consider a canonical pair of irreducible operators Q and P that satisfy (QP + P Q). These equations describe the Lie algebra for the affine variables, D and Q. While P acts to translate Q, D acts to dilate Q. This leads to two principal irreducible representations, one with Q > 0 and the other by Q < 0 [10, 11] ; a third representation has Q = 0, but it is less important. For the choice Q > 0 (chosen dimensionless as is q), these operators define the affine coherent states [5] 
where (p, q) ∈ RxR + , a domain that helps distinguish the affine coherent states in this section from the canonical coherent states. The fiducial vector |β is chosen as a normalized solution of [(Q − 1) + iD/β ]|β = 0, with an x representation given byβ(x) = M xβ / −1/2 e −β x/ , withβ > 0, which also leads to β |Q|β = 1, β |Q n |β = 1 + O( ) for n ≥ 2, and β |D|β = 0. Given the quantum action functional
we readily find the enhanced classical action functional given by
Clearly, this equation describes a classical canonical system. Moreover, the weak correspondence principle shows that
The true classical Hamiltonian
In that case, the enhanced classical Hamiltonian becomes
where C ′ > 0. This result has a profound influence on the classical dynamics and the enhanced classical dynamics: If = 0 the classical solutions with positive energy all encounter a singularity where q = 0. However, thanks to the term 2 C ′ /q, solutions of the enhanced classical dynamics do not encounter singularities.
The variable q > 0 acts to dilate the coordinate x as in the x representation of the affine coherent states given by q −1 e ipx/ β (x/q). The variable p still refers to the Fourier transformation, whileβ(x/q) is another construction arising from the knowledge of the translated functionβ(x). The variables (p, q) can not be Cartesian, so what are they? The (scaled) Fubini-Study metric for the affine coherent states provides an answer:
which is the metric of a space of constant negative curvature: −2/β that is geodetically complete. In this sense, the affine coherent states provide a vast number of reference frames for differentβ values, along with the canonical coherent states which form a flat space.
Spin Variables
For completeness regarding conventional two-parameter coherent states, we include a brief discussion of spin coherent states. We are given three, irreducible spin operators which obey [S 1 , S 2 [= i S 3 and cyclic permutations, where Σ 3 j=1 S 2 j = 2 s(s + 1)1 1 s , with a Hilbert space dimension of (2s + 1) and spin value s ∈ {1/2, 1, 3/2, · · ·}. The normalized eigenvectors of S 3 satisfy S 3 |s, m = m |s, m , with −s ≤ m ≤ s; the fiducial vector is chosen as |s, s , which is a normalized solution of the equation (S 1 + iS 2 )|s, s = 0. Finally, the spin coherent states are given [5] by
where 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ φ < 2π. We next introduce the quantum action functional
and a restricted quantum action functional using spin coherent states leads to
To look more like the discussion in earlier sections, we can introduce p ≡ (s ) 1/2 cos(θ) and q ≡ (s ) 1/2 φ. Thus we have |p, q ≡ |θ, φ , and the enhanced classical action functional becomes
where
. Not surprisingly, the (scaled) Fubini-Study metric leads to
which describes a spherical surface with a constant positive curvature: (s ) −1 , and only for those s values that are allowed.
Of course, nothing remains in this section if → 0.
The Power of Enhanced Quantization
In the following subsections we outline several problems that lead to unsatisfactory results when treated by canonical quantization and, instead, lead to satisfactory results when treated by enhanced quantization. References to full treatment of these examples are offered and the reader is urged to tackle these problems by standard methods to appreciate the difference in the two approaches. A reference that treats all of these examples is [3] , and to a lesser extent [2] .
Rotationally symmetric models
This example has a classical Hamiltonian given, for 0 < m 0 < ∞ and 0 ≤ g 0 < ∞, by the expression
where N ≤ ∞, p = {p 1 , p 2 , · · ·}, and q = {q 1 , q 2 , · · ·}; if N = ∞ it is necessary that allowed sequences obey Σ
The Poisson bracket for these variables is given by {q m , p n } = δ mn . Other powers of the interaction term follow a similar analysis.
The classical solutions to this problem have a 'shuffle symmetry'. To illustrate this symmetry, let case A have initial conditions that are all zero except for, say, three different n numbers. For example, in case A let the three variables for n = 1, 2, 3 have nonzero initial conditions, while in case B the variables n = 4, 5, 6 have the same initial conditions, or, in fact, any other three variables such as n = 7, 19, 125, etc. The solution for each of these cases is identical and illustrates shuffle symmetry. Canonical quantization, for N = ∞, leads to a trivial (= free) quantum theory result. Such a result at least obeys quantum shuffle symmetry, but of course, it is otherwise unfaithful since we started with a non-free (g 0 > 0) classical model and, after letting → 0, end up with a free (g 0 = 0) classical model.
Enhanced quantization yields a non-free quantum model that also enjoys shuffle symmetry. This solution uses reducible representations of the basic operators which is permitted by the weak correspondence principle H(p, q) = p, q|H(P, Q, · · ·)|p, q . Principal references for rotationally symmetric models are [12, 13, 2, 3] .
Ultralocal scalar fields
The classical action functional for an ultralocal quartic scalar model is given (for s spatial dimensions) by
which contains the time derivative of the field but no spatial derivatives. Although we focus on a quartic interaction, the treatment of other nonlinear terms follow a similar story, so long as they are lower bounded. A canonical quantum treatment often begins by first replacing the spatial continuum by a finite spatial lattice thus reducing the problem to a discrete, finite number of identical, independent, non-trivial, quantum-mechanical models. These models can be separately solved, and the next step to complete the quantization is to take the continuum limit of the spatial lattice. Ultimately, the Central Limit Theorem controls the continuum limit, and these models merge into a Gaussian ground-state distribution signaling a trivial (= free) solution. Again, we find that a non-free classical model has become a free quantum model, which, as → 0, implies a free classical behavior in contrast with the starting model. This nonrenormalizable model can be solved by enhanced quantization techniques that yield an acceptable, nontrivial quantum theory. The solution depends on an unusual, dependent, counter term, created from the basic ingredients that include reducible affine quantum field operators, and leads to the other behavior of the Central Limit Theorem: a generalized Poisson distribution for the ground-state distribution. This form of the quantum solution leads back to the initial, non-linear, classical model, when → 0.
Principal references for ultralocal scalar models are [14, 15, 13, 2, 3] .
Covariant scalar field
The classical action functional for a quartic, covariant scalar field is given (for x ∈ R s ) by
With the spacetime dimension n ≡ (s + 1), these models are denoted by φ 4 n ; a similar analysis for φ p n , p ∈ {6, 8, 10, · · ·}, may be considered as well. In Euclidean coordinates, where φ(x, t) → φ(x) with the second x ∈ R n , there is an important multiplicative inequality [10, 13] regarding such models which reads
where C n = (4/3)m (n−4)/2 0 < ∞ for n ≤ 4, and C n = ∞ for n ≥ 5. The latter case implies that there are fields, e.g., φ sing (x) = |x| −α e −x 2 , where n/4 ≤ α < (n − 2)/2, for which the integral on the left diverges while the integral on the right is finite. It is important to note that for n ≥ 5 the domain of the classical action does not equal the domain of the free model, and thus, as λ 0 → 0, the limiting domain is smaller than the domain of the free model. These are cases in which the interacting models are not continuously connected to their own free theory, and which we refer to as 'pseudofree models'.
Canonical quantization of these models provides acceptable results for n = 2, 3 [16] . For n = 4, renormalization group calculations [17] as well as Monte Carlo simulations [18] point toward triviality, while for n ≥ 5 triviality has been proved [19, 20] . In fact, the inequality (23) also distinguishes the renormalizable quantum models when n ≤ 4 and the nonrenormalizable quantum models when n ≥ 5 [13, 3] . These results reflect the present understanding based on standard canonical quantization procedures.
The fact that for n ≥ 5 the interacting classical model is not connected to its own free model strongly suggests that for n ≥ 5 the interacting quantum model is not connected to its own free quantum model. A similar situation arose for the ultralocal scalar models discussed above, and this led to a pseudofree quantum ground state. Fortunately, a natural modification of the ultralocal model pseudofree ground state serves to be the right choice for the covariant scalar pseudofree model. In a similar manner the basic ingredients for n ≥ 5 include reducible affine field operators, and lead to an unusual counter term that resolves all problems for the nonrenormalizable case when n ≥ 5. Although the n = 4 model is not a nonrenormalizable model, we can nevertheless extend the unusual counter term to lower spacetime dimension models, which leads to alternative models for n = 2, 3, 4 [21] . The analysis for this potentially new n = 4 case involves Monte Carlo simulations. In fact, a preliminary study [22] suggests that for n = 4 the new model is non-free as determined by a nonvanishing renormalized coupling constant. For those cases where n = 2, 3 these results confirm the fact that more than one kind of renormalization is possible in these cases.
Primary references for quartic, covariant, scalar fields are [23, 24, 21, 2, 3] .
Affine quantum gravity
The ADM [25] formulation of the classical action functional involves phasespace variables, namely the spatial momentum π cd (x, t) [= π dc (x, t)] and the spatial metric g ab (x, t) [= g ba (x, t)], with a, b, c, d ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the latter of which must, for all (x, t), fulfill the metric-positivity requirement: u a g ab (x, t)u b > 0 (summation convention here and below) for any Σ a (u a ) 2 > 0. The classical action functional is given by
where N a (x, t), and N(x, t) are Lagrange multiplier fields,
, are the classical diffeomorphism constraints, where | denotes a covariant derivative using the spatial metric alone, and H(π, g)(x, t) is the classical Hamiltonian constraint, where
here R(x, t) denotes the three-dimensional, spatial scalar curvature. Canonical quantization of this system promotes g ab (x, t) toĝ ab (x, t) and preserves the metric-positivity requirement both as a c-number as well as a q-number, but this requirement forcesπ cd (x, t) to be Hermitian and not self adjoint, much as we saw in the toy model of gravity in Sec. 2. Other approaches can realize the metric as the square of some other variable, pictorially speaking, but that other variable can vanish which then breaks the metric-positivity requirement.
In an enhanced quantization approach we are drawn to affine variables that can have locally self-adjoint operators as well as respect the metricpositivity requirement. The basic affine variables involve π a b (x) and g ab (x), and it is these variables that are promoted to quantum operators in the affine quantum gravity program [28] ; specifically (with = 1), coherent-state overlap function (28) having a functional-integral representation involving a well-defined probability measure [27] (Chapter 8). Moreover, the coherent-state overlap function, and its representation via a functional integral, serve as a reproducing kernel for the kinematical Hilbert space prior to introducing the four constraint fields that describe general relativity. The introduction of the constraint fields into the coherent-state functional integral by the projection operator method [27] (Chapter 9), which is also able to accommodate second-class quantum constraints (which quantum gravity has), implicitly leads to a reproducing kernel that represents the physical Hilbert space for quantum gravity [32] . Although this latter integral representation appears too complicated for an analytic evaluation, it may be approximately calculated numerically. Primary references for affine quantum gravity are [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 2, 3] .
Historical Note
As a natural development of the author's 1959 thesis (published in 1960) [33] , the author first found Eq. (4) in 1962 [34] and assumed it was 'coincidental' in relation to the 'genuine' procedures of canonical quantization. However, over the years, and still maintaining this coincidental view, the weak correspondence principle was used to solve several difficult problems. Only in 2012 did the author finally accept that the principles of enhanced quantization are the 'correct way' to link a quantum model and a classical model, which opened the door to a general application of these alternative quantization procedures. We encourage others to apply the procedures of enhanced quantization to their own problems.
